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Chapter 1 : Free English Lessons
Adult ESL students have unique needs in their language studies. Help them learn practical, useful English with these
awesome activities! Teaching adults can be a great www.nxgvision.com them know you care with outstanding,
informative lesson plans!Adult students are eager to www.nxgvision.com take responsibility for their learning
www.nxgvision.com often.

This post contains affiliate links. By number of speakers either native or as a second language , English is by
far the most widely spoken language in the world. Speaking English opens up a world of opportunities in
travel, study and work. No matter how you look at it, English is essential to most international
communication. This includes business, education and tourism. Here are my top 10 free English courses, plus
a few bonus courses! Free English Language Lessons Online: My Top Choices Here are my favourite websites
for helping you learn English. EnglishClass has lessons for all skill levels, including lessons for beginners. Not
all of the episodes are free, but all are excellent, and there are several free lessons at each level. They include a
combination of video and audio lessons with energetic teachers who are experienced in developing English
curriculum for adults. A premium membership lets you access the full power of the website. It has a
combination of reading, listening, writing and speaking lessons. It also includes quizzes so you can check your
progress. For example, one lesson covers vocabulary related to paying taxes in the US. However, even this
vocabulary will be relevant to many English learners, not just those in the US. Every lesson teaches a valuable
grammar point as well. The lessons go from lower beginner to intermediate. Speak in a Week Speak in a Week
is a free email course from Fi3M that gets you speaking in a new language in just seven days. Find out more
about Speak in a Week here. How can you find native English speakers to talk with? Find English speakers
who want to learn your language, then offer a language exchange. My favourite website for finding a language
exchange partner is italki. Creating an italki account and finding language partners is completely free. All you
have to do is create your profile and select English as your target language. Then you can search for English
speakers whose target language is your native language. Once you find some people, contact them to arrange a
Skype language exchange at a time that works for both of you. Not interested in spending half of your time
teaching another person about your native language? You can also search for fellow English learners on italki.
This way, you can spend your entire conversation speaking in English. You can also find professional English
teachers on italki to give you spoken English lessons. These lessons do cost money, but prices are often very
reasonable, and are well worth the investment. Video Lessons When you use English in real life situations,
you will of course be face-to-face with other English speakers. Watching English videos is a perfect way to
have a similar experience â€” but from the comfort of your own computer or smartphone. There are hundreds
of videos about every aspect of the English language. They aim to teach a neutral, international English,
though some lessons focus on specific dialects. Eleven English teachers have made a series of over a thousand
video lessons for English learners of every level. The lessons are sorted by proficiency level, topic, and of
course by teacher. Watch a few lessons by each teacher to find the one that you enjoy learning from the most.
Then settle in and have fun improving your English skills. Sesame Street Long before the Internet, countless
kids and adults! Sesame Street strives to appeal to viewers of all ages. Audio Lessons For English audio
lessons that you can listen to anywhere, anytime, podcasts are the perfect choice. You can listen to podcasts on
your computer or mobile device, and many episodes are only a few minutes long. Moments like these are the
perfect time to squeeze in some studying to help you reach fluency faster. Here is a small sample of some of
the better podcasts for teaching English as a foreign language. There are plenty of free episodes to get you
started , and if you like what you hear, I recommend signing up for the paid version that includes flashcards,
quizzes, and access to all the lessons. The lessons cover a mind-boggling variety of real-life situations. The
speaking speed is nice and slow, yet the vocabulary and grammar range from beginner to advanced. Go
Natural English Podcast Do you like to mix things up? The Go Natural English Podcast from my friend Gabby
we made a video together here includes lessons on vocabulary and grammar, as well as super useful language
study tips. There are at least three new episodes released per week. Keep checking back every week for new
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episodes. Reading and Writing Lessons The Internet is bursting with written English, from Wikipedia to news
websites, to countless blogs around the world. These are great for intermediate and advanced learners, but not
so helpful for beginners. English reading and writing lessons offer a structured approach. That way, you can
learn the basics of English reading and writing, before moving onto the more complex rules of written
English. So instead of drowning in the sea of English websites filling the Internet, try the following resources
geared specifically to English learners. Duolingo Currently, Duolingo has English courses for speakers of the
following languages:
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Chapter 2 : Download English grammar lessons, for free, in the PDF format
Adults ESL Lesson Plans I've found that when it comes to teaching adults, there is a tremendous benefit to introducing
vocabulary and reinforcing it with real world examples. To accommodate this teaching style, these ESL lesson plans for
adults are almost all based around role play but can be amended to focus more on the vocabulary or grammar.

Although designed for adults, the lessons and activities provided at this site can be adapted for secondary
school students. All materials and worksheets are provided. The site includes information concerning how
your school can subscribe to the programs and what support is offered from CNN once your school has
subscribed. A wide range of topics, each with a set of questions, that teachers will find useful as springboards
for oral production practice or as prompts for journal writing assignments. Opportunity is also provided for
teachers to add topics and questions. Although the games are meant for children, many can be adapted for all
levels of English language learners. Games and other ideas for teaching about and learning ESL. ESL Ideas of
the Week. Dan Joslin offers suggestions for using games, the daily newspaper and various writing activities in
the ESL classroom. ESL Lessons and Games. Lessons and activities for enriching ESL classes. The site also
includes links to other relevant ESL materials. For Second Languge Teachers. Games for ESL Teachers.
Simple touching games, phonics games, circling games, board writing, spelling games, pattern games and
vocabulary games. Seventy-five handouts for ESL teachers to use in their classrooms. Manual produced by Ian
Hewitt, a Japan-based English teacher. Includes 18 proven English teaching games and successful techniques
and variations for ALL levels, plus much more. A monthly Web magazine of lesson plans and lesson ideas.
Provides teachers with lessons and printable materials to use in class and students with over 50 interactive
quizzes,15 discussion forums, and additional links. Lesson Plan for Newcomers. Suggestions for those brand
new students who have just entered school and speak little or no English. For a companion resource, click on
Action Words Activity. Teachers can also find these related categories: Teaching Techniques and Teaching
Tips and Ideas. Although designed for adult ESL learners, they are easily adaptable for use in grades
Teaching with the Web: Using Video in Your Classroom. Teflers of the World Unite. A site for teachers, with
lesson plans that include grammar presentations and vocabulary activities. Also featured are games, songs
with learning objectives, an advice center and jobs offered. Included in this site are online teaching materials,
discussion pages, links to hot EFL sites, other on-line information, and much more. It is designed to be a place
where anyone interested in language or linguistics can ask a question and get the response of a professional.
For kids and adults, the site offers crosswords, word searches, flash cards, verbs, songs, creative writing, work
sheets, phonics, potion book, spell book and a chat room. A series of hand-drawn pictures illustrating verbs,
adjectives, and common nouns that teachers can print out and use in the classroom. Common Errors in
English. This site simply and entertainingly explains a number of common spelling and usage errors in
English. Scroll down the page and select from a variety of cafe items. There are also links to other ESL
information for both students and teachers, an interactive message exchange, and an ESL email connection.
This is a web site for the developing language teacher. Teacher training by e-mail is also offered. Includes
articles, Web resources, information on books and software, product reviews, events and conferences and
more. Teachers of ESL and EFL can read weekly articles on topics of interest, gather teaching tips from the
weekly articles, discuss their thoughts on anything to do with English Language Teaching in the ELT Forum,
find links to other sites of interest to English teachers and learners and submit articles to for publication here
in their weekly column. English as a Second Language. The site, designed by Anthony Halderman of Cuesta
College, provides students and teachers with useful information, lessons, exercises, games, and other
resources. Do you have a question about prepositions? Do you need to find out how to use the future tense?
Do you want to practice for a grammar test? On this page, created by Karen M. Hartman, you will find links to
grammar references, exercises and quizzes that can help. Send in your English grammar question and a
professional teacher will answer it. Interactive practice for learners of English. The site includes tests, quizzes,
crosswords, a mailing list and more. English Programs Around the World. English Second Language
Resources. Among its many resources, this site includes English language newspapers and magazines,
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learning spoken English on-line, how to pronounce the English alphabet, grammar, pen pals, English language
idioms, quizzes, on-line English classes and much more. A periodical designed for ESL and EFL teachers who
wear many hats--teachers who want fresh ideas and activities for teaching conversation, reading, writing,
grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation. Subscription information is available. Practice your listening skills
online, learn a new word everyday by Email, learn idioms, take an online ESL student assessment as a guide
for identifying your level of English language ability, and learn how to apply to an American University. The
Lounge provides lesson materials which are free and printable and include grammar, reading comprehension,
worksheets, song lyrics, board games, pronunciation, flashcards, surveys, role plays for many levels of ESL.
The ESL Standards are clustered by grade level pre-K-3, , and and address varying degrees of proficiency
beginner, intermediate, advanced as well as the needs of ESL students with limited formal schooling. The
standards use vignettes of actual instructional sequences in which teachers help students meet the standards in
diverse settings e. The site provides teachers with tools which may help foster the acquisition of English
through music. Features resources for ESL, bilingual and classroom teachers working with K language
minority students. Includes information, staff inservicing, lesson plans, activities, bulletin boards and more. A
grammar review by Robin Simmons. The site contains explanations, handouts for students and teachers, and
interactive exercises. Hands-on English Current Events Activities. Current events activities appropriate for
adults and high school students learning English as a second language. Teachers are given permission to print,
copy and use the activities in their classrooms. Holidays Loogootee Community Schools. An index of topics is
also available. There are quizzes, word games, word puzzles, proverbs, slang expressions, anagrams, a
random-sentence generator and other study materials at this web site for ESL and EFL students. Teachers can
find the lyrics to over 56, songs. Learning English on the Web. Includes listening, speaking, reading and
writing activities. Making Hearts Sing International Fables. A collection of fables based on traditional values
such as kindness, respect and friendship which teachers can print out and use in the ESL classroom. Each
month new folktales will be reprinted. Useful as reading material in ESL middle and high school classrooms.
The resources can be searched by topic, or browsed by category. The most popular keywords for searches are:
The grade levels for performers fall mostly between grades 3 and 9. Useful for enriching the ESL reading
curriculum. Among the tales and legends featured are those from the U. Copying, sharing, and performing the
scripts are permitted for any educational, non-commercial purpose. Resources in Language Testing. Links to
everything you always wanted to know about language testing. Features multiple choice, true or false and fill
in the blanks type quizzes and provides immediaate feedback. Stories from many parts of the world suitable as
reading material for intermediate and advanced ESL students. A newsgroup electronic bulletin board that deals
with issues concerning teaching English as a Second Language. You can read what others have to say about
teaching ESL and can even post your own messages. Teaching with the Web. Prepared by Lauren Rosen, the
site is a compilation of ideas for using WWW resources as a teaching tool as well as other links to sites that
have pedogogical information. The site was prepared by Kenji Kitao and S. Thanksgiving on the Internet.
Thanksgiving links for kids and families. Includes registration information, contact persons, frequently asked
questions, and preparation materials and practice questions. Online reading, writing, and vocabulary activities,
an e-mail pen pal page TowerPals , a chat room, and links to other valuable resources.
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Chapter 3 : USA Learns Homepage
ESL Lesson Plans for Adult Classes. The following resources can be used in ESL Adult classes with great results. Take
advantage of several worksheets, games and ideas to make your teaching easier.

English writing classes These ESL classes are hard. The best way for me to help you study English is to
challenge you. Remeber you need to do more than study grammar. You need to practice using English. So
after the grammar exercises, please finsih the class by writing on the message board. The newest English
classes on ESLgo. Describe your hobbies and study habits - Use present simple and present progressive to
describe what you do in your free time. Describe your family and pets - Use comparatives and superlatives to
describe your family and pets. Describe your job - Practice describing your job using infinitives gerunds, and
conditionals. Level 2 English classes for low intermediate students Richie and Nash - grammar to compare my
cats who are named Richie and Nash. Passive modals - passive modal verbs from Harry Potter and the Goblet
of Fire. Wireless - vocabulary and present perfect verbs from a news article about wireless technology. Cruise
- present perfect verbs in a short conversation about a cruise. Lend and Borrow - vocabulary for a short
conversation about a car loan. Business questions - grammar to ask questions about stocks. Level 3 English
classes for intermediate students Insurance - When to use active verbs and when to use passive verbs.
Computer games in Korea - vocabulary in an article about the popularity of computer games in Korea. How to
trade stocks - vocabulary in an article about trading stocks. Quality stocks - vocabulary from a news article
about stocks. How to get a site hosted - vocabulary from a web hosting ad. Teleconferencing - vocabulary
from an introduction to the IMTC. Overture class - vocabulary about pay per click search engines. WiFi class grammar describing the future of wireless internet connections. Passive modals 2 - passive modals from a
White House press release. Indexing class - grammar from a news article about mutual funds. Domain name
registration class - vocabulary about how to register a domain name. Arlo Guthrie - past perfect used in a
story. Obong mountain - past perfect to describe my trip to Obong mountain. TV and children - vocabulary an
article about how TV affects children. Diets and weight loss - common grammar mistakes regarding weight
loss. Diets and exercise - common grammar mistakes in "if" conditional sentences regarding diets. Business
transitions - See how transitions are used in business writing. Level 4 English classes for upper intermediate
students Online colleges - a vocabulary class featuring words used in the context of a spy story. Health
dangers of obesity - 5 vocabulary items presented in a health advice article. Multiple Intelligences WebQuest study multiple intelligences to become a better learner. Credibility - future perfect and advice about getting a
loan. False advertising - conditional sentences from a complaint about an advertisement. Stock Options vocabulary from an explanation of stock options. Present perfect passive ecology - present perfect passive
from a description of a charity. Computer virus - vocabulary needed to discuss computer viruses. Level 5
English classes for advanced students Vocabulary from unit 1 - Some vocabulary items from my reading
textbook, unit 1. Diabetes vocabulary class - study present perfect, past perfect, and past progressive in
relation to past simple. Car vocabulary - help sorting our a few vocabulary items related to driving and
includes a look at some Konglish words. Essay writing grammar class based on ad copy for an essay writing
service. An overview of admissions essays - a paper written for American students about how to write an
admissions essay when applying to a school. English application essays - a big class designed for American
students about how to write an admissions essays. Smart Writing Service - A wide range of academic writing
services. High-quality custom written papers for ESL students. The essay writers from domyessays. Hire them
with confidence.
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Chapter 4 : Adult ESL Lessons
Youngsters are often less inhibited than adults, so when teaching English speaking lessons to adults, there are some
things that we need to bear in mind. 1. Adults, from any cultural background, still like to have "fun," but their idea of
what's fun may be different from yours.

See results Original Origins This is a really fun game if you have a creative class. It might not work so well
for a class that hates to talk, but then again, this might just be the push they need to get going! Absolutely
none, although a whiteboard is helpful. The chicken or the egg? Play in teams or individually, depending on
what better suits your class. The purpose of the game is to answer the questions. The only rule is that the
students can not give the actual answer to the question if they know it! They must create the most entertaining
and original answer they can think of. The more outside-the-box they get, the better. Give them about 15
minutes to work on their answers. Once the time is up, bring everyone back together and have students take
turns presenting answers to the class. They get points for presentation, originality, and creativity. When
everyone has finished presenting, you can either pick the winner yourself or have the class vote on who they
thought created the best answer for each question. Before the lesson, prepare questions of varying difficulty in
at least five categories. Categories I often use are: Geography questions about the world , grammar they must
correct a sentence , synonyms they must provide a synonym for a word , general knowledge I just find odd
facts on the Internet for this one , and acting you give the student a word or sentence, they must act it out
without making a sound for their team to guess. You can design your own categories so you can manipulate
the game however you wish, depending on the language and skill level that you want to target. You will need
four questions per category, ranging in difficulty from easy to hard. So once you have your questions ready,
draw a jigsaw map on the board with five big pieces, and assign one of your categories to each piece. In the
center of each space, write the name of the category, and surround it with the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4. Divide
the students into two teams, and give one team the ball to start with. They must throw the ball at the board to
select a category. This makes it harder for them to pick the category they are comfortable with, and they have
fun throwing the ball in the classroom. Once they have a category selected, ask them how many points they
will play for; they get to select a number from They enjoy throwing the ball and they get to talk with each
other about what the correct answer is. Of course, keep a running tally of the scores somewhere on the board,
and at the end of class, you can declare who is the champion! One of my best classes from years back! Ring of
Fire I saved the best for last. My students requested this game more often than any other game we ever played.
A standard deck of playing cards, a whiteboard, small slips of blank paper, and a bowl. Place the bowl in the
center of a table and spread the cards out, face down, in a circle around the bowl. For more on what exactly
those actions are, see below. Before you start the game, hand every student two small slips of paper. Instruct
them to write down two questions and to keep them secret! When they are finished, they need to fold up the
papers and place them in the bowl on the table. The students will take turns pulling a card. They must perform
the action associated with that card, whatever it is! Here are the actions I assign to cards and the penalties
involved: The person who draws the king must pull a random question from the bowl and pose it to any of
their classmates. Same as above, but the classmate must be a girl. Ditto, but a boy this time. They love it of
course, but once they catch on to the game, they will start slipping dangerous questions in there, hoping to
catch you, i. Everyone must make bunny ears with their fingers. The last person to do so must select and
answer a question. You choose a topic: The students must go in a circle naming new vocabulary for that topic.
For the topic of fruit The person who said "carrot" has to answer a question! Like bunny ears, except students
must now touch their noses with both fingers to avoid answering the question. Ask the person on your left.
Ask the person on your right. The person who picked this has to answer two questions in front of the class.
This is just an example of a setup I use for intermediate university level classes. You can adjust the actions
and penalties however you want to suit the topic or grammar point you would like to work on. Students love
this game: They get to talk and act silly, and the suspense of waiting to see which card will be picked is really
intense!
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Chapter 5 : Study free English classes online ESL classes
Resources for ESL Teachers Everything you need to be a successful English as a Second Language teacher for
students of all ages and skill levels. Includes teaching theory, information on teaching certificates and qualifications, plus
detailed guidance on how to help students develop writing, reading, vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation skills.

Chapter 6 : English Grammar lessons
Free English Language Lessons Online: Reading and Writing Lessons The Internet is bursting with written English, from
Wikipedia to news websites, to countless blogs around the world. These are great for intermediate and advanced
learners, but not so helpful for beginners.

Chapter 7 : 5 of My Favorite English Games for ESL Students | Owlcation
The best adult lessons use these sheets as part of the journey instead of the destination - work to incorporate them into
your lesson and see if they might spur additional conversation or activities, simply handing them out wastes their full
potential.

Chapter 8 : ESL Help Resources | Wyzant Resources
www.nxgvision.com offers free English lessons with English grammar and vocabulary exercises online. Hundreds of
English lessons to help you learn English today!

Chapter 9 : The Best English Lessons For Adults in Doral, FL (with Free Estimates)
Learn English free and study to become a U.S. citizen at USA Learns: USA Learns is a free website to help adults learn
English online and prepare to become a U.S. citizen. Online courses include fun videos and activities that teach basic
and intermediate ESL to adults around the world, plus the opportunity to prepare for the naturalization.
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